Installation Instructions for

Span Linear Suspension

920LSSPAN48

700LSSPAN48_

LINEAR SUSPENSION

GENERAL PRODUCT INFORMATION:
This product is suitable for damp locations.
These fixtures are intended to be installed
utilizing NEC compliant junction boxes.
This product can be dimmed with a LED or TRIAC dimmer.
Consult lamp manufacturer for additional information.
This instruction shows a typical installation.

CAUTION - RISK OF FIRE
This product must be installed in accordance with
the applicable installation code by a person familiar
with the construction and operation of the product
and the hazards involved.

Use minimum 90°c supply conductors.
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1

Remove the fixture screws located on the sides of the canopy using a screw driver, then remove the mounting plate from
the canopy.

2

Temporarily install the mounting plate onto the electrical box with the two #8-32 screws provided.

3

Mark the location of the drywall anchors. Then remove the mounting plate.

4

Tap the drywall anchors into the drywall at the marked locations.

5

Reinstall the mounting plate and screw the anchor screws into place using the provided screws and washers.

6

Adjust the height (Optional): Shorten the coaxial cables to the desired length by loosening the strain relief and pulling the
cables into the canopy. Either coil the coaxial cable into the canopy or remove the excess cable. If triming the excess; the
outer braiding is connected to the blue wire and the inner conductor is connected to the red wire. Each coaxial cable
should only be connected to one driver.

7

Connect the fixture to suitable ground in accordance with local electrical codes.

8

Connect the white fixture wires to the neutral power line wire with a wire nut.

9

Connect the black fixture wires to the hot power line wire with a wire nut.

10 Properly place all wires and wire nut connections into the canopy, mount the fixture back onto the mounting plate, and

reinstall fixture screws (reversal of step 1).
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SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS!
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